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What to draw? What to draw? gives you ideas when you want to draw something, but you have no idea what. We offer 12 themes for you, Medieval Fantasy, Space, Horror, Western, Llama and more! All with millions of cool (and mostly weird) suggestions. No more art blocks! It has 2 types of suggestions. First are Random Phrases, a
random formula that creates a suggestion based on keywords. Secondare pre-made phrases, suggestions of what to draw? s database. Now start drawing! NEWS 2 new free themes - Quick Studies and Llamas. 2 new paid themes - War and Mythology of Ancient Egypt. New phrases - Added more options to old themes, including user
suggestions. Return button - You can now return to the last sentence you created. Sharing - You can now share your saved phrases. Graphics - Added new illustrations to the app. Bug Fix - Fixed bug that would close the application when a dialog window appears. Fixed some spelling errors APK Download » Productividad » Spacedraw
Key APK Updated: October 5, 2012 Spacedraw Key – multi-touch 3d-graphics – nuevas ways to see, el dibujo, el modeled. Download Spacedraw Key APK for free Allfreeapk.com now. Spacedraw Key APK is free Productividad APK for Android. The latest version of Spacedraw Key APK es 1.0 and published on 12-10-05. More than
5,000 users download this app. Spacedraw Key apk don't worry. Spacedraw Key apk no ads. Spacedraw Key apk in social sdk. Spacedraw Main features: multi-touch 3d-graphics - nuevas ways to see, el dibujo, el modeled. Uses Touchscreen hardware features: The application uses the Global Mobile System (GSM) telephony radio
system. Learn more about Spacedraw Key apk or Download apk. Esta llave abre la posibilidad de• guardar y escenas de exportación con más de 1,000 verértices• el guardarndo-historia a los archivosBasta con instalar esta aplicación, además de Spacedraw para hacer estas fas disponibles.para ejemplos de modelos realizados
completamente condraw Space, véase, by ejemplo App Version: 1.0 Last updated: October 5, 2012 Apk Size: 1MB App by: Scalisoft Price: Paid category: Productividad Content Rating: 4.5 Android Support Version: Android App Package: com.scalisoft.spacedraw.key Target: Android 4.0.3/4.0.4 (ICE_CREAM_SANDWICH_MR1)
Screens: small, normal, large xlarge densities: 120, 160, 240, 320 MD5: F71D9A1ACDF512DF66683913D0C9D777D1 Signature: 47DF29F0C5616147A5814596399AD7A279528BB SHA256: A1CD1F631CDF5F78CD47FEAF46CD2A842F60DC8CD6B15FB4ACE15FDF31CB5E3E ROOT: Offers Not Needed In-App Purchase: Don't get
it on Google Play: Space Keydraw Download Spacedraw Key APK Version APK SpaceDraw Key APK 1,000 AP : June 30, 2016Requires Android : Android 2.2 or higherSize : Apk Mod Crack Android Obb Data Full Free Download.Developer : ScalisoftInstalls : 10344 Downloads.Version : Cracked 1.3.0.9. Related Posts : APK Downloader
Downloader Productivity Spacedraw Key 1.0 1.0 / October 5, 2012 cloud_download Download APK file (32k) $11.99 Description This key unlocks the ability to: save and export scenes with more than 1000 vertices• save the undo history for filesSimply install this application, in addition to Spacedraw to make these features available.for
examples of models made completely with Spacedraw, see e.g. App Information Spacedraw Key App Name Spacedraw Key Package Name com.scalisoft.spacedraw.key Updated on October 5, 2012 File size 32k requires Android Android 2.2 e up Version 2.2 and up Version 2.2 Category developer Scalisoft installs 1,000 - 5,000 Price
$11.99 Productivity Developer Category Visit info@scalisoft.com google play link spacedraw key 1.0 APK this key unlocks the ability to : save and export scenes with more than 1000 vertices• save undo-history for filesSimply install this application, plus Spacedraw to make these features available.for examples of models made completely
with Spacedraw , see e.g. 3D Model Maker 1.2 APK 3D Maker allows you to create virtual 3D models on your computer. You can create anything your imagination can think of. (Not limited to simple cubes or blocks like some apps!) It uses polygon meshes as they used in ToyStory.It uses the 3DS file format which is compatible with many
professional software like Autodesk 3D Studio, Maya, AutoCAD eBlender. This means you can create your moving models on your tablet or PC and import them later into the 3D package of your choice. Use tools like extrude, subdivide, smooth, pull, and more to create your 3D objects. Move the individual vertices around or move multiple
vertices with the box selection tool. Paint faces in different colors. Rotate 3D shapes at any angle or choose from a list of views. Features:* 3D Modeling* Painting* UV* Mesh Primitives: Cube, Sphere, Cone, Cylinder, Tinkerplay Torus 1.2.3 APK DESIGN, CUSTOMe and 3D PRINT TO PLAYCom Tinkerplay you can easily design and print
fun 3D characters, scary creatures or anything else you can imagine using the library in pieces. Just drag parts together and they fit together, as in reality. UNLEASH YOUR CREATIVITYCustomize your creation to make every part of you with amazing textures and shapes. Tap to change the entire part or use projection mode to design in
detail.3D PRINT YOUR CREATIONSYour design is complete, you can easily 3D print all parts to make your creation real. Tinkerplay parts are easily designed for 3D printing, without rafts or brackets. Ready to print? STL or .thing print files is a snap. CREATE YOUR OWN OR TRY THE CHARACTER KITSUmake a scorpion or a ninja
using the built-in character templates. Or mix things up and create a scorpion ninja with thorns and dinassauro skin. STRIKE A POSEPut your creation in the app and get a real-life sense Version. All joints in the app fold and twist like 3D printed parts. You can even create custom environments for that perfect photo of your masterpiece.
PLAY WITH OUTROSAjoso has full multi-touch support so you can design with others. Or, if you want to impress, drag, rotate, throw away and modify pieces with lots of fingers at the same time. And don't worry, everything you do is automatically saved. Undo and redo atwill. GO BIGPrint small pieces to hold your creation in your hand
quickly, or print large parts to really impress. With parts that fit you can go as big as you want. Note: 1 GB of RECOMMENDED RAM for best performance. Terms of Service: information:Support: 123D Sculpt+ 2.0.2 APK Create fantastic 3D sculptures with Autodesk123D Sculpt+Design your creation, then add detailed features or paint on
skin, skin, feathers. Whatever you imagine. Export your finished sculptures as a 3D image or model and 3D printing on a real sculpture!• Create or sculpt anything - creatures, spaceships, vehicles, props and more directly on your full 3D device.• 3D texting and painting allow you to apply your own photos directly to the surface of your
model• Easy to use, but extremely powerful, the skeleton builder makes creating 3D objects as easy as drawing a stick figure.• The in-app 3D print request allows you to transform your digital culture into a real physical object delivered to your door• Export sculptures like OBJ files with textures for use in other 3D tools such as Autodesk
Maya or 3ds Max.• Browse the community to get inspired and remix sculptures made by other users , and share your own original creations. Autodesk FormIt 360 13.2.228 Autodesk APK® FormIt® 360 helps you capture construction design concepts anytime, anywhere ideas reach. Use real-world website information to help create forms
in context and support early design decisions with real building data. Experience a continuous building information management (BIM) workflow by synchronizing projects in the cloud for further refinement using Autodesk® Revit® software products, and other applications. Express design ideas with easy-to-use tools• Quickly create 3D
shapes using our innovative 3D sketching system• Sketching is not restricted to a plane• Use other objects in the scene as snap references, including levels• Sketch lines, splines, and circles with local and global axis initiatives and snapping options• Directly manipulate forms using gestures for easy model changes• Move objects more
accurately by selecting the point first you want to gain access to site information• Set the project location in a searchable map interface• Review historical weather data based on location• Import satellite image from your site• Design directly in the context of your proposed building location• Explore the effects of the sun using the Location-
Aware ShadowStudy tool, Entertain with team members• Store and e cloud projects using Autodesk® 360 cloudservices• Easily transfer projects to desktop applications via RVT and OBJfile formats• Explore design ideas and add details to early design forms using BIM technology winnersJoin in the community• Our support forum has
changed to: • Visit us in and share your images with the community• Follow us on Twitter @FormIt360 Mobizen Screen Recorder - Record, Capture, Edit 3.8.1.7 APK Download the easiest to use Mobizen screen recorder now and create your first, amazing video! Mobizen is the easiest to use and convenient screen recorder that allows
you to record, capture and edit. Everyone can use the 100% free features to make the best videos! How to make the first perfect video? Screen recording in FULL HD!◗ The highest quality provided - 1080P resolution, 12.0Mbps quality, 60FPSSSOr your reactions freely while recording the game sound and your voice with Facecam!.
Increase the quality of your video with a variety of video editing features!' Put on your favorite BGM and an Intro &amp; OtherVideo to make a custom video! Record a clean screen Without a watermark with CleanRecording Mode! Available only with Mobizen, can anyone use it without rooting from OS4.4! Use Recording, Capturing and
Editing all for FREE! You can remove the watermark for free! Have any questions when using mobizen? You can keep up to date with Mobizen features, news, and the continuously growing mobizen community through the following items!2009 Center: support.mobizen.com Ináuno: youtube.com/mobizenappcommunity: Us Better the
AppHave have you seen any strange words in Mobizen? Volunteer language☞ hesitate and download Mobizen now!◗ To try out all the features of Mobizen Screen Recorder, you must agree to the Storage, Camera, microphone and draw on applicationpermissions. Microsoft Word 16.0.13328.20160 APK The familiar word app lets you
create, edit, view and share your files with others quickly and easily. It also allows you to view and edit the Office Doc attached to email messages. Work with anyone, anywhere with confidence. With Word, your Office moves with you everywhere supporting whether you're a blogger, a writer, a journalist, a columnist, a student working on
assignments or a project manager working on the documentation, it will be like handyas you want it to be. Word introduces the pdf reader and makes it easy to read a pdf for you. It allows you to read your pdfs and e-books while traveling, before bed or wherever you want. Make impactful text documents, scripts, blogs, or sums. Customize
your document, letter, resume or notes your way with robust tools that let you your best writing with the best format options. Word gives you the ability to customize your writing and design your document your specific needs in relation to your different projects and assignmentsCreate with confidence Start your project, assignments, letters,
blogs, scripts, note, write-ups or resume with very well designed modern templates. In your assignments, letters, notes, scripts, resume, and project documentation: Use rich formatting and layout options to write down your ideas and express it in writing. Document format and layouts look flawless and look great—no matter which device
you use. Reading, writing, and editing comfortably with Word's pdf reader feature, now go through your pdf documents with your own ease on any device. Reading the preview allows you to read long text documents, pdfs, letters, scripts, write-ups, blogs, or notes on your device with ease. Writing web insights only in your Word documents
helps you review insights more well. Edit your pdf by converting it into a word document file and make changes to your documents however you want. Convert your doc to pdf after editing and share your PDF file with a click of a button. Collaborate with anyone, anywhereAs you and your team make changes to your text documents, you
can severtir to see previous drafts of the files with improved version history in Word.Keep everyone on the same page Share your thoughts by commenting on your doc next to the text you're discussing. Everyone can add to the conversation and stay on top of changes in text, layout, and formatting of indocs. Sharing is simplifiedComaja
your pdfs and document files with a click of a button to quickly invite others to edit or view your text documents. Easily manage access permissions and see who's working on a document. Copy the contents of your word files directly into the body of an email message with its format intact, or connect your pdfs and documents to anemail
and make it easy to share. REQUIREMENTS• OPERATING SYSTEM version: KitKat (4.4.X) or higher• 1 GB of RAM or higherTo create or edit documents, sign in with a free Microsoft account on devices with a screen size of 10.1 inches or smaller. Unlock the entire Microsoft Office experience with a qualifying Office 365 subscription
(see for your phone, tablet, PC, and Mac.Office 365 subscriptions purchased in-app will be charged to your Play Store account and will automatically renew within 24 hours before the end of the current subscription period, unless office renewal is disabled in advance. You can manage your subscriptions in your Play Store account settings.
A subscription cannot be canceled during the active subscription period. Check with the Microsoft EULA for office terms of service on Android. When installing the you agree to these terms and conditions: WPS Office - Word, Docs, PDF, Note, Slide &amp; Sheet 13.1 APK Rated as Best Office Application for Mobile the easiest word
processor on the phone by millions of usersWorldwide. Over 1 billion downloadsGoogle Play Awards: Best App of 2015 Choice of TopDeveloperWPS Office Editors is the smallest size (less (less 35MB) and free office suite all-in-onecomplete on Android mobile devices and tablets, integrates all functions of the office word processor:
Word, PDF, Presentation, Spreadsheet, Memo and Docs Scanner in oneapplication, and fully compatible with Microsoft Word format, Excel, PowerPoint, Google Doc and Adobe PDF. The goal of WPS Office is to provide unique work solutions since 1989. Several of the unique and intuitive office tools and ui design ensure you enjoy the
best mobile office experience. You can be easy to do all the office word processing on the phone, tablet and other portable devices. WPS Officeallows that you can create, view, edit, and share office word documents and homework as useful as you need while out of the office, inclass, traveling, before bed or when and where you want.
WPS Office Highlights Features】All-in-one Complete Free Office Suite App• Integrate with Memo, Document, Spreadsheet, EPDF Presentation• Full compatibility with Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint, Excel and Txt), Google Docs, Sheets, Slide, Adobe PDF and OpenOffice.Free PDF Converter, PDF Reader and PDF Editor• Convert
all office documents (word, text, excel, PowerPoint,doc) toPDFs• Scan paper documents for PDFs/images using mobile camera• Support PDF MarkerS Preview, Add markers and preview annotations• Support pdf signature, extract/split pdf, pdf fusion, PDF for WordMake Presentations on the go• Dozens of new presentation layouts,
animation and transition effects• Make presentations using WIFI, NFC, DLNA and Miracast• Touch-controlled laser pointer, ink feature lets you draw onslides while in presentation modeEasia to use and powerful spreadsheets• Complete preset formulas make you make basic data and digital operation more convenientlyConnect to Cloud
Drive• Automatically save office documents to clouds : Dropbox, Google Drive, Box, Evernote and OneDrive. Keep all documents up to date via cloud service.• Easily access and edit office documents directly from any documents of any 2000 Duitas Encryption &amp; Recovery documents• Support document encryption, keep your office
documents and data secure•Easily recover deleted documents in 30 days, because you want to share/transfer documents• Easy to share office documents via WIFI, NFC, DLNA, Email, Instant Messaging, Whatsapp, Telegram, Facebook and Twitter Support multi-window mode• Allows you to be easy to handle different tasks at the same
time Mobile office experience unique and intuitive• Special Night Mode and mobile view for viewing documents and reading PDFsAfter 51 languages and office file formats• Formats file: doc, docx, wpt, dotm, docm, dot, dotx/xls, xlsx, xlt, xltx, csv, xml, et, ett/PDF/ppt, pot, dps, dpt, pptx,potx, ppsx/txt/log, lrc, c, cpp, h, asm, s, java, asp,
bat,bas, prg, cmd, zipensure hardware device's power saving• Exclusive software encoding never promises to delay the operation of your mobile system. Several of the value-added products in the app• Package and presentation of exclusive authorized sources;• Convert text texts fine images; and more services for WPS Office members
is coming soon. Join usnow!【Editors' Reviews】CNET: An all-in-one office app with speedy performance oneof the best mobile office suitesUSA Today: Best Apps for Mobile Phones and TabletsGizmodo: Essential app for your new Android phone or tabletThere may well be better Office apps out there, but this is one of the best free
ones. Economic Times: one of the best free document viewer andediting apps available【Support Page】 9d+ (Ninth Digit) 6.2 APK Prepare your phone for the ninth digit with just one click! The application is already prepared for the mobile phones of the states ofPR, SC and RS. Featured in G1 - Technology - Globo:
//g1.globo.com/economia/noticia/2015/05/cell phones-of-six-states-pass-have-nono-digit-depart-this-Sunday-31.htmlThe 9d+ application (Ninth Digit) allows the quick and automatic updating of all contacts of your device to contemplate the inclusion of the Ninth Digit, which will enter into force in the states of Paraná(41, Forty-two, 43, 44,
45 and 46), Santa Catarina (47, 48 and 49) and RioGrande do Sul (51, 53, 54 and 55) on November 6, 2016 and that is already in force in all other states of Brazil.Avoid having to update your schedule manually through the 9d+(Ninth Digit)! RECOMMENDATION: Before using the REPLACE option, use the DUPLICATE option and verify
that the number creation is correct. If so, use the DELETE option and then use the REPLACE option.NOTE: USE THE APP AT YOUR OWN RISK. It is recommended to back up your contacts through the Export feature on your mobile device before using 9d+or any other application that changes your contact calendar numbers. The
application works on the vast majority of mobile devices, but due to the nature of the Android operating system, the result is unpredictable. The application allows the following operations:1) DUPLICATE: Choosing to duplicate your phone numbers, creating new numbers for your contacts already suitable for the ninth digit as prefix 9d+.
This means that you will NOT lose any number of your current contacts. No existing information will be deleted or changed. In addition, your device will continue to function normally before and after the ninth-digit deployment. Use this ninth-digit option to take effect in your area, or if you want to test the final result before replacing your
contacts.2) REPLACE: Choosing to replace your phone numbers updates your contact book to include owner-in-the-digit.3) REMOVE DUPLICATE PHONES: If you have used the DUPLICATE option of your contacts and want to delete them, use this feature. The application has intelligence to identify numbersbelonging to the cities of the
states that will receive the Digit. If your phone is from one of these areas and you do not costume the DDD in your contacts, just check the option Add new digit to local numbers (without DDD), which will consider that your contacts should suffer the inclusion of the ninth digit. The application identifies and treats properly:-Radio numbers
(e.g. Nextel, which will NOT suffer the inclusion of the ninth digit)-Numbers belonging only to the affected cities-Numbers registered with international prefix-Numbers registered with carrier codes-Mobile numbers that start with 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9operation, please envy an email to the developer, informing your mobile model. Tags: 9d+ 9 d+
novedemais noved+ 9 d + nine of plus 9d + ninth digit 9 digits ninth digit new number new number 9 more ddd 11 12 13 14 14 14 16 17 18 19 21 22 2427 28 31 33 33 34 37 37 38 61 62 63 64 66 6668 69 71 73 74 7577 79 81 81 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 91 91 93 94 94 96 97 98 9 9 BA SEMG embratel hi of course tim vivo 91 41 42 44 44 44
47 47 48 49 5153 54 55 pr sc rsPrepare your phone for the no digit with just one click! The application is already prepared for the PRstates, SC, and RS cell. Featured in G1 - Technology - Globe: //g1.globo.com/economia/noticia/2015/05/celulares-de-seis-estados-passam-ter-nono-digito-partir-deste-domingo-31.htmlThe 9d + application
(ninth digit) allows fast and automaticupdate of all contacts from your device to contemplate theinclusion of the ninth digit, which will take effect in the statesof Paraná (41, 42, 43, 44, 45 and 46) Santa Catarina (47, 48 and49) and Rio Grande do Sul (51, 53, 54 and 55) on November 6, 2016and is already in force in all other states of
Brazil.Avoid having to manually update your calendar through 9d +(Ninth Digit)! RECOMMENDATION: Before using the REPLACE option, use the DUPLICATE option and verify that the number creation is corrected. If so, use DELETE and use only the REPLACEMENT OPTION. NOTE: USE THE SOFTWARE AT YOUR OWN RISK. It is
recommended that your contacts use the Export link on your mobile device before using 9d+ or any other app that changes your address book number. The app works on most mobile devices, but due to the nature of the Android operating system, the result is unpredictable. The application allows the following operations:1) DUPLICATE:
Choosing to double your phone numbers, creates new numbers for your contacts already suitable for the ninth digit to prefix 9d +. This means that you don't lose any number of your current contacts. No existing data will be erased or changed. Inaddition, your machine will continue to function normally before and after the implementation
of the ninth digit. Use this nonodigit option to take effect in your area or if you want to test the final result before your your your REPLACEMENT: Choosing to replace your phone numbers updates your address book to include nonodigit.3) REMOVING DUPLICATE PHONES: If you have used the option to DUPLICATE your contacts and
want to delete them, use this feature. The application has intelligence to identify numbers that belong to the cities of the states that will receive the ninth digit. If your phone is one of these areas and you don't register usual DDD in your contacts, just check the Add new digit local numbers option (no area code) that will consider all your
contacts who should be included in the ninth digit. The application correctly identifies and addresses:radio -Numbers (for example. Nextel, DOES NOT suffer the inclusion of nonodigit)-Numbers Belonging only to affected cities-Numbers registered with prefix-International numbers registered in the codes of the carrierMobile -Numbers from
5, 6, 7, 8 and 9operation, send an email to the developer informing your phone model. Tags: 9d + 9 d + novetomais Devon + 9 d + nine plus 9d + ninth digit 9 digit new digit new number 9 more ddd 11 12 13 14 14 15 16 17 18 19 21 2 24 27 28 31 3233 34 35 37 38 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 71 73 74 75 77 79 81 82 84 85 86 87 88 89



91 92 93 94 95 97 98 99 BA SE MG Course Tim live 91 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 51 53 54 55sc RS pr Notepad++ 1.0.5 APK Notepad++ for Android is a simple notepad app where you can quickly take notes by adding text. It offers a quick and simple notebook editing experience when you write notes, memo, email, message, shopping
list, and to-do list. Now it supports widgets! (To use the widget correctly, the app needs to be installed on the phone instead of sd-card)*Features*-Android 4.0+-Arrange notes by color-Sticky Note Widget-Checklist to make checklist &amp; Checklist-Checklist to do things (GTD)-Arrange your schedule into secure calendar backup notes for
sd storage-Supports online back up and sync. You can sync notes between phone and tablet-Reminder in the Search Notes-Quick Memo status bar/Kika Keyboard notes - Cool Fonts, Emoji, Emoticon, GIF APK Kika Keyboard is a free emoji keyboard app that makes typing fast, accurate and fun! Filled with thousands of emojis,
emoticons, cool fonts, funny gifs , smiling faces, smiley, stickers, stylish keyboard themes, sounds, customizable wallpaper &amp; keyboard layout and amazing novelties, kika keyboard that has already been loved by over 20 million users is the best emoji keyboard app for Android! Upgrade your keyboard to Kika Keyboard for FREE to
type faster and send cool GIFs and emojis to surprise your friends! Protect yourself from embarrassing typos with our ultra-smart pre-dictated text, smart autocorrect, suggested emojis and GIFs and swipe to type messages yourself!3000+ emojis and emoticons, trend INGGiS, stickers and colorful themes, over 150 languages. Kika will be
there for you no matter who you need to talk to And the best part is... Yes, it is. completely FREE! Just a great emoji keyboard for android tablet device! We provide free emojis, emoticons, stickers and other smiling faces (ʘ‿ʘ). Top Features The 1st keyboard with native support for WhatsApp. A growing library of GRATUITOs
emojis, stickers and defunny gifs for Messenger, Snapchat, WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter, WeChat, Instagram, Line, Kik, Imo, Telegram, Yahoo SMS and other social media messengers. Available in all major so and smartdevices. Hundreds of keyboard themes available to suit your style. Cool fonts and keypress sounds (typewriter,
piano, violin, etc.) to make your keyboard fun. Custom keyboard theme choosing your own photos, wallpapers, emoji wallpaper, applock photos, launcher photos. You can also change the theme colors, customize font style, font size, and colors! Customizable layout (one-way and split screen) to completely rerealize your needs. QWERTY,
QWERTZ and AZERTY for phone mode and other cutouts specifically for tablet pad. Swipe to type messages yourself on the keyboard and type fast. Best keyboard with multiple typing effects, slider typing, gesture typing, smooth swipe to type functionality (swipe to type), voice typing input technology. The ultra-smart predictive/auto-
correcting text feature auto-completes the words you're typing and provides an accurate next word prediction and predicts favorite emoticons. The Kika keyboard is the most fun and customizable way to type in samsung galaxy, huawei, honor, ZTE, LGE etc all devices and officially the most fun keyboard tools in the world.  Supportfull for
mobile phones and tablets PO OF MOVIESIP. Emoji and Emoticons-Tons of android emojis, emoticons, kaomoji, big emojis, sticker, animated emoji, emoji emoji.- Japanese emoticons ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°), (³י)❤- Emoji &amp; emoticons prediction to match your onboard words.- Emoji art, emoji symbols, emoji, emoji, emoji, wallpaper emoji, photo
emoji emoji, emoji, message emoji, Snapchat emojis, Emoji editor stickers, emojis to post on Facebook.-New emojis like T-Rex, bearded face, breastfeeding woman are supported on Android Devices O!- Packed with Emojione, Emoji Love, Twemoji, AndroidN Emoji, Adult Emoji, Sexy Emoji on Kika.PRIVACY CHAT &amp;
SECURITYKika will never collect your personal information or photos you will set We only use the words typed by you to make the predictions more accurate. We are constantly working hard to make the Kika Keyboard app better and more useful, intelligent, automation for your typing skills. Connect UsFacebook:
www.facebook.com/KikaKeyboardOfficial Website: www.kikatech.com/keyboardSupport Feedback: support@kikakeyboard.comA an idea? Would you like to cooperate with us? Let know!partnerships@kikatech.com Dumpster: Undelete &amp; Restore Pictures and Videos 3.4.374.ac53c APK Backup photos and videosSuita to
accidentally delete important photos and videos from your device? Download Dumpster, free Android Bin. Once installed the application, it will automatically back up and save all your newly deleted data, allowing you to easily deauthorize images and videos and instantly restore them to your phone. You can think of Dumpster as the
bodyguard for all your personal photos and information. Protect your photosPersonal videos and photos should remain private. Keep your deleted photos from external viewers safe with the help of Dumpster's premium app blocking features. External viewers will have to go through the 4-digit lock screen access code in order to view any
of the trash data. Instantly restore deleted apps App recovery is simple and instant with Dumpster! Just enter your trash can, click the app you want to unwrap and voila - it will instantly reappear on your device. dumpster provides backup for all apps, photos, videos, documents, and more. No matter what you need to unlap, the recycle bin
can instantly restore it to your device. Cloud storageFreezevaluable storage space on your device. Recycle bin cloudbackup is a premium feature, allowing users to save all deleted items to the recycle bin cloud. Pay for as little or very cloud storage as you need. Premium dumpster users will also join the added bonus of a free ad
experience, free custom items, and app blocking features. Key features:✔ Effortlessly back up your Android✔ Instantly recover important files, photos, images, and videos✔ Restore accidentally deleted photos✔ It's free✔ Automatic cleaning option available✔ Cloud storage - premium✔ Lock-premium screen features✔ Custom themes
and premium designs✔ Support for 14 languagesWhat? Check out the Dumpster FAQ section: contact us at: support@baloota.com Easy Backup &amp; Restore 4.9.14 APK Back up your Android phone! Back up your important data with Easy Backup &amp; Restore! Backup and restore apps, SMS, MMS, call log, calendar, bookmarks,
dictionary and contacts found on your Android phone. Create backups on the SD Card or cloud storage. Create backup manually by checking automatic backups. If you want to preserve your phone's data, Easy Backup &amp; Restore is the right app for you. Back up your data so you can recover it later. Restore saved data from the SD
Card or cloud storage. You can also use this app to transfer data between phones -backup data from one phone and restore your data to another phone.★ Easy Backup &amp; Restore Features:► Backup data✓ Backup Contact, MMS, Call Log, Calendar, Bookmarks and Backup Applications✓ Backup apps► MMS, Call log, calendar
and dictionary✓ Restore bookmarks (Lollipop and below)✓ Restore contact✓ Restore apps✓ Batch restore apps (root is required)► Save backup to✓ SD Card✓ Gmail✓ Cloud storage: Google Drive, Dropbox, OneDrive or Box► Manage easy backups &amp; restore✓ Schedule automatic backups or create backups manually✓ View
Delete backup content✓ Backups✓ Export and send an email as easy to send HTMLSEseus file content. HTMLSEseus. Call log, calendar, bookmarks, dictionaries and contact data are preserved in CSV file format, eml and VCF:Sms, call log, calendar, bookmarks, dictionary are preserved in CSVfileAs format are preserved in eml file
format Contacts are preserved in vcfbackup file format consists of these files that are inside a zip file and you can easily read these files on your phone or computer! If your phone has built-in storage, the default backup location is probably the internal storage card, not the external one. This is because the phone reports the storage this
way. NOTE: Since Android M, the 3rd app access markers are disableable, so this app cannot back up and restore bookmarks to Android M or higher. NOTE 2: To back up and restore application data, the root of the data is required an inoculation.► Requested permissionsRead your text messages (SMS or MMS)- To back up and
restore your SMSAdd messages or modify calendar events/Read calendar events- To back up and restore your calendar eventsRead your contacts/Modify your contacts/Modify your contacts Contacts Your Contacts- To Back Up and Restore Your ContactsRead/Write Call Log- To Back Up and Restore Your Call Log EntriesThe
Unapproached/GPS Location- Used to Give Useful Information and SuggestionsModify or Delete/Read Contents of Your SD Card- To Write Backup on Your SD Card
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